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“Progress” as Social Control

“you can’t stop progress”

a linear deterministic vision
of technology-mediated

science-driven 
Panglossian 

apolitical
change

Whatever emerges from 
incumbent interests 

and structures
…is “progress” 



transportmaterialscomputingmilitaryroboticssynthetic biology

“we'll restore 
science to its 
rightful 
place”…

“Our hope … 
relies on 
scientific and   
technological 
progress”

“One can not 
impede scientific 
progress.””

…“history is a race to 
advance technology”

PROGRESS

TECHNOLOGY

SCIENCE

Lisbon Strategy:                 
“pro-innovation action”  
for “Innovation Union”

“… the Government’s 
strategy is        

pro-innovation”

“strives to stay  in the race”
”“give technology the 

status it deserves”

“you can’t stop progress”

“Progress” as Social Control



PROGRESS

TECHNOLOGY

SCIENCE

synthetic biology

“we'll restore 
science to its 
rightful 
place”…

“Our hope … 
relies on 
scientific and   
technological 
progress”

“One can not 
impede scientific 
progress.””

Innovation studies also
emphasises linearity:

- advance (Nelson) 

- diffusion (Rogers) 

- early movers (Teece)

- first moving (Lieberman)      

- catching up (Santangelo)       

- latecomers (Tellis)

- forging ahead (Abramowicz)    

- leapfrogging (Brezis) 

- falling behind (Aho)   

So even academic analysis 
restricts attention to:

how much?  
how fast?  
what risk?  
who‘s winning?

Suppresses politics of:

which way?  
what alternatives? 
says who?  
why? 

“Progress” as Social Control



carbon capture 

grassroots innovation

behaviour change

distributed renewables

market reform nuclear power

new eco-cities

centralised renewables

History, economics, social science, philosophy, politics, 
show divergent branching infrastructure innovation trajectories

eg: alternative infrastructures for ‘the’ zero carbon transition …

… alternatives are matters for political, not managerial, institutions

The Channels of Control



social shaping (Bijker, 85) co-construction (Misa, 03) 
studies: expectations (Brown, 03) imaginations (Jasanoff, 05)

Social choices get politically closed down

carbon capture behaviour change

distributed renewables

market reform nuclear power

centralised renewables

eg: alternative infrastructures for ‘the’ zero carbon transition …
The Channels of Control



history:  contingency (Mokyr, 92) momentum (Hughes 83)
path-dependence (David, 85) path creation (Karnoe, 01)

carbon capture behaviour change nuclear power

centralised renewables

eg: alternative infrastructures for ‘the’ zero carbon transition …

Social choices get politically closed down

The Channels of Control



philosophy: autonomy (Winner, 77) closure (Feenberg, 91)
/politics entrapment  (Walker, 01) alignment  (Geels, 02)

carbon capture nuclear power

eg: alternative infrastructures for ‘the’ zero carbon transition …

Social choices get politically closed down

The Channels of Control



economics: homeostasis (Sahal, 85) lock-in (Arthur, 89) 
regimes (Nelson & Winter, 77) trajectories (Dosi, 82)

nuclear power

eg: alternative infrastructures for ‘the’ zero carbon transition …

Social choices get politically closed down

The Channels of Control



Politics reduced to risk: from ends: strategic choices between visions
to means:  detailed regulation of 

modalities

Not all that is scientifically realistic, technically practicable, 
economically feasible, socially viable, will be historically realisable

eg: alternative infrastructures for ‘the’ zero carbon transition …

nuclear power

The Channels of Control



Managing ‘the Sustainable Energy Transition’



Brundtland (1987) codified key professed aims 

environmental 
integrity

social 
inclusion

human 
wellbeing

- a liveable climate
- ecological balance

- air, water and soil quality
- protection of biodiversity
- intrinsic values of nature

- global equity
- political equality
- shared interest
- common action
- community participation

- poverty elimination 
- livelihood security

- health and education
- peace and nonviolence
- economic development

SUSTAINABLILITY

“meeting the needs of the present, without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”`
present needs have own diverse political voices

A “civilising hypocrisy” for challenge & accountability of direction

Need for “effective citizen participation” and “greater democracy”

The Importance of ‘Sustainability’



So, sustainability transcends ‘one-track Panglossian’ notions of “progress”
… as merely emergent outcome of incumbent markets and power structures
… instead, provokes and enables deliberate social agency over 
contending interests and visions on alternative directions for progress

Result of political struggle by social movements resisted by elite governance

Emancipation

Equality

Ecology

‘Sustainability’ driven by Collective Action



Even the most specific environmental issues, all initially vigorously resisted

pesticides…pesticides… asbestos…pesticides… asbestos… radiation…pesticides… asbestos… radiation… lead…pesticides… asbestos… radiation… lead… carcinogens…pesticides… asbestos… radiation… lead… carcinogens… CFCs…pesticides… asbestos… radiation… lead… carcinogens… CFCs… EDCs…

Emancipation

Equality

Ecology

‘Sustainability’ Resisted by Formal Governance



And innovations now mainstream were initially excluded and suppressed

organic farming…organic farming… wind turbines…organic farming… wind turbines… super-efficiency…organic farming… wind turbines… super-efficiency… closed cycle production…

Emancipation

Equality

Ecology

Suppression of Sustainable Innovation

Where ‘Sustainability’ is addressed as being about social control 
rather than collective action, it betrays its own foundations



Energy regulation: most mature, sophisticated comparative analysis…

The Poverty of Risk Assessment



0.001 0.1 10 1000
externality’: cUS/kWh (after Sundqvist et al, 2005)low RISK high

nuclear
power

Conventional regulatory risk 

analysis asks simply:   

- is this safe?                                               

- safe enough?                                             

- tolerable?

Energy regulation: most mature, sophisticated comparative analysis…

The Poverty of Risk Assessment



0.001 0.1 10 1000
externality’: cUS/kWh (after Sundqvist et al, 2005)low RISK high

nuclear
power

Where comparisons made, 

selective and circumscribed

Appear to deliver clear, 

objective distinctions

Contrast emotive subjectivity 

of precaution or participation?

coal
power

Energy regulation: most mature, sophisticated comparative analysis…

The Poverty of Risk Assessment



0.001 0.1 10 1000
externality’: cUS/kWh (after Sundqvist et al, 2005)low RISK high

coal

oil

gas

nuclear

hydro

wind

solar

biomass

In a single 

particular study: 

‘sound scientific’, 

‘evidence based’ 

risk analysis 

implies clear 

orderings of 

choices by simple 

scalar numbers

Energy regulation: most mature, sophisticated comparative analysis…

The Poverty of Risk Assessment



0.001 0.1 10 1000

coal

oil

gas

nuclear

hydro
21

wind

solar

biomass

n =

‘externality’: cUS/kWh (after Sundqvist et al, 2005)

minimum maximum25%             75%

low RISK high

but ‘objective’ 

peer-reviewed 

data typically 

varies radically

Energy regulation: most mature, sophisticated comparative analysis…

The Poverty of Risk Assessment



coal

oil

gas

nuclear

hydro

36

20

wind 18

solar 11

biomass 22

31

21

16

n =

…‘evidence based’ risk literatures can be used to justify any choice

Tho’ concealed, 

the same is often 

true for all options

Energy regulation: most mature, sophisticated comparative analysis…

The Poverty of Risk Assessment



unproblematic

knowledge 
about 
likelihoods

RISK

UNCERTAINTY

open dynamic systems       
low frequency events       
human factors                   
changing contexts

problematic

political pressures for ‘sound science’ … ‘evidence based policy’ …

Deliberating about Uncertainty

- Socrates, Lao Tzu, Knight, Keynes, Shackle, Collingridge, Dovers, Ravetz, Wynne ...



unproblematic

problematic

unproblematic problematic

knowledge 
about 
likelihoods

knowledge about possibilities

RISK

UNCERTAINTY

AMBIGUITY

INCERTITUDE

Deliberating about Uncertainty

what is benefit or harm? 
how fair? which alternatives?
whose values and societies?

- Socrates, Lao Tzu, Knight, Keynes, Shackle, Collingridge, Dovers, Ravetz, Wynne ...

political pressures for ‘sound science’ … ‘evidence based policy’ …



unproblematic

problematic

unproblematic problematic

knowledge 
about 
likelihoods

knowledge about possibilities

RISK

UNCERTAINTY

AMBIGUITY

IGNORANCE

novel agents or vectors 
surprising conditions         

new alternatives               
wilful blinkers

INCERTITUDE

Deliberating about Uncertainty

- Socrates, Lao Tzu, Knight, Keynes, Shackle, Collingridge, Dovers, Ravetz, Wynne ...

political pressures for ‘sound science’ … ‘evidence based policy’ …



unproblematic

problematic

unproblematic problematic

knowledge 
about 
likelihoods

knowledge about possibilities

RISK

UNCERTAINTY

AMBIGUITY

IGNORANCE

Deliberating about Uncertainty

- Socrates, Lao Tzu, Knight, Keynes, Shackle, Collingridge, Dovers, Ravetz, Wynne ...

political pressures for ‘sound science’ … ‘evidence based policy’ …



unproblematic

problematic

unproblematic problematic

knowledge 
about 
likelihoods

knowledge about possibilities

RISK

UNCERTAINTY

AMBIGUITY
aggregative analysis
patronage, pressure   
political closure

insurance limits
reductive models
stochastic reasoning

`science-based
policy
institutional   
remits
political           
cultureliability protection

harm definitions
indicators / metrics 

IGNORANCE

risk focus is shaped by power – Beck’s “organised irresponsibility”

Power Closes Down Risk Discourse
political pressures for ‘sound science’ … ‘evidence based policy’ …



unproblematic

problematic

unproblematic problematic

knowledge 
about 
likelihoods

knowledge about possibilities

RISK

UNCERTAINTY

AMBIGUITY

IGNORANCE

aggregated probabilities      
optimisation algorithms 
synthetic decision trees              
Delphi / Foresight       
predictive modelling 

precautionary appraisal ‘opens up’ appreciations of incertitude

Practical Cinderella Methods
challenge the politics of closure



unproblematic

problematic

unproblematic problematic

knowledge 
about 
likelihoods

AMBIGUITY

IGNORANCE

RISK

UNCERTAINTY

aggregated probabilities      
optimisation algorithms 
synthetic decision trees              
Delphi / Foresight       
predictive modelling 

burden of evidence 
onus of persuasion 
uncertainty factors 
decision heuristics  
interval analysis      
sensitivity testing 
hazard analysis

knowledge about possibilities

precautionary appraisal ‘opens up’ appreciations of incertitude

Practical Cinderella Methods
challenge the politics of closure



scenarios / backcasting  
interactive modelling     
mapping / Q-methods 

participatory deliberation 
democratic procedures

unproblematic

problematic

unproblematic problematic

knowledge 
about 
likelihoods

AMBIGUITY

IGNORANCE

RISK

UNCERTAINTY

burden of evidence 
onus of persuasion 
uncertainty factors 
decision heuristics  
interval analysis      
sensitivity testing 
hazard analysis

knowledge about possibilities

aggregated probabilities      
optimisation algorithms 
synthetic decision trees              
Delphi / Foresight       
predictive modelling 

precautionary appraisal ‘opens up’ appreciations of incertitude

Practical Cinderella Methods
challenge the politics of closure



unproblematic

unproblematic problematic

knowledge 
about 
likelihoods

AMBIGUITY

IGNORANCE

RISK

knowledge about possibilities

responsive / civic research  
curiosity monitoring,

evidentiary presumptions 
flexibility, reversibility 

diversity, resilience     
agility, adaptability              

robustness, red teaming

scenarios / backcasting
interactive modelling     

mapping / Q-methods 
participatory deliberation 

democratic procedures

problematic UNCERTAINTY

aggregated probabilities      
optimisation algorithms 
synthetic decision trees              
Delphi / Foresight       
predictive modelling 

precautionary appraisal ‘opens up’ appreciations of incertitude

burden of evidence 
onus of persuasion 
uncertainty factors 
decision heuristics  
interval analysis      
sensitivity testing 
hazard analysis

Practical Cinderella Methods
challenge the politics of closure



unproblematic

problematic

unproblematic problematic

knowledge 
about 
likelihoods

precautionary 
appraisal

participatory 
deliberation

definitive     
prevention

RISK

UNCERTAINTY

AMBIGUITY

IGNORANCE

knowledge about possibilities

O
pt

io
ns

O
pt

io
ns

humility

adaptive        
learning

sustainability

safety 

‘opening up’: options, issues, approaches, possibilities, perspectives 

reflexivity

politics

Practical Cinderella Methods
challenge the politics of closure



Managing ‘the Sustainable Energy Transition’



Brundtland (1987) codified key professed aims 

environmental 
integrity

social 
inclusion

human 
wellbeing

- a liveable climate
- ecological balance

- air, water and soil quality
- protection of biodiversity
- intrinsic values of nature

- global equity
- political equality
- shared interest
- common action
- community participation

- poverty elimination 
- livelihood security

- health and education
- peace and nonviolence
- economic development

SUSTAINABLILITY

“meeting the needs of the present, without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”`
present needs have own diverse political voices

A “civilising hypocrisy” for challenge & accountability of direction

Need for “effective citizen participation” and “greater democracy”

The Importance of ‘Sustainability’



So, sustainability transcends ‘one-track Panglossian’ notions of “progress”
… as merely emergent outcome of incumbent markets and power structures
… instead, provokes and enables deliberate social agency over 
contending interests and visions on alternative directions for progress

Result of political struggle by social movements resisted by elite governance

Emancipation

Equality

Ecology

‘Sustainability’ driven by Collective Action



Even the most specific environmental issues, all initially vigorously resisted

pesticides…pesticides… asbestos…pesticides… asbestos… radiation…pesticides… asbestos… radiation… lead…pesticides… asbestos… radiation… lead… carcinogens…pesticides… asbestos… radiation… lead… carcinogens… CFCs…pesticides… asbestos… radiation… lead… carcinogens… CFCs… EDCs…

Emancipation

Equality

Ecology

‘Sustainability’ Resisted by Formal Governance



And innovations now mainstream were initially excluded and suppressed

organic farming…organic farming… wind turbines…organic farming… wind turbines… super-efficiency…organic farming… wind turbines… super-efficiency… closed cycle production…

Emancipation

Equality

Ecology

Suppression of Sustainable Innovation

Where ‘Sustainability’ is addressed as being about social control 
rather than collective action, it betrays its own foundations



Progressive 
transformation

not about   
fallacies of   
control in a 
structured 
transition

but culturing 
emergent,    
fractal,   
multipolar, 
murmurations of         
‘knowing doings’

transduction             transilience

stability                      resilience

durability                      robustness

transition             transformation

Caring for Continual Struggle
Not so much about orderly structured “responsible policy”…
… but caring for enabling of unruly distributed collective action

trojan 
horses
political 
judo
civilising 
hypocrisies



possible paths technological ‘lock-in’

multiple feasible          

Innovation trajectories

restricted 
regulation

‘closed down’         
politics

risk 

O
pt

io
ns single ‘best’ / ‘optimal’ /            

most ‘legitimate’  
decisions

Conventional Risk Regulation
prevailing ‘sound science’ and ‘pro-innovation’ structures of control …

risk

presumed benefits    
case-by-case focus 
narrow remits    
aggregated attention 
regulatory capture 
technocratic procedures

narrow 
practices

knowledge  
economy

$
IIIIII

€



possible paths

multiple feasible          

Innovation trajectories

choice     
discourse

risk 

op
tio

ns
 

pe
rs

pe
ct

iv
e

ss

plural conditional 
recommendations

dissensus processes
sensitivity analysis

value mapping
heuristics               

not metrics

Opening Up Innovation Governance

risk

neglected issues   
excluded values 
alternative pathways 
ignored uncertainties 
marginalised interests 
precautionary principle

Sustainability

innovation 
democracy









 























letting go: diverse repertoires, discontinuation, 
experimentation, learning, failure

risk

strive to   
broaden out 
appraisal

help open up                 
political space 




reconciles     
ostensibly contending 

imperatives of 
science and 
democracy’



Catalysing Innovation Democracy
enabling, provoking, pivoting, performing   … space for collective actions

transduction             transilience

stability                      resilience

durability                      robustness

transition transformation

illuminate                  
plural pathways
document  
processes of 
closing down
reveal roles of 
power in science 
and technology

challenge 
instrumental                  

practice
trustworthiness 

not trust  
responsibility as 

process not state

neglected issues   
excluded values 
alternative pathways 
ignored uncertainties 
marginalised interests 
precautionary principle

strive to   
broaden out 
appraisal

help open up                 
political space 

plural conditional 
recommendations

dissensus processes
sensitivity analysis

value mapping
heuristics               

not metrics

letting go: diverse repertoires, discontinuation, 
experimentation, learning, failure
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